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The current production at Hartbeat Ensemble is Gross Domestic Product – A Musical 
Look at Motherhood, by co-founding director Julia Rosenblatt. It is a realistic portrayal 
of parenting today, with an optimistic tone.  The GDP is explained in song just after 
intermission – it’s all about commerce.  If a mother nurses her baby, she is not 
contributing to the GDP.  If she bottle-feeds her baby, she has purchased formula and 
bottles, and is thus contributing to GDP.  The humorous musical numbers throughout 
the play, written by Rosenblatt and composed by Martin Carrillo, keep the serious 
content floating along toward 
their unexpected outcomes.   
     Rachel Alderman directs 
five cast members of the 
Hartbeat Ensemble with 
efficiency, streamlining the 
already quick-paced flow of 
events.  Rebecca Ellis plays 
Senator Grady, running for re-
election in Connecticut.  The 
Senator stands for paid sick 
leave, paid maternity/family 
leave, high quality child-care, 
and equal wages for equal work.  Though promising to attend her daughter’s school 
recital, she is prevented from doing so, due to unpredictable media coverage.  She reflects 
on the difficulties of being a good mother  while running an election campaign.   
     Her assistant Aurelia, played by Tauren Hagans, is also caught between work and 
family.  She tries to deal with constantly changing campaign pressures on one hand, and 
children’s illness on the other.  There doesn’t seem to be enough time to handle everything 
satisfactorily.  The campaign is interrupted by Shayla, played by Vanessa Butler.  Shayla 
is squeezed between an uncaring employer and the Dept of Children and Families 
(DCF), when her five-year old child runs a fever.  Staying home from work means 
upsetting her boss and possibly being let-go.  Paying for daycare is not possible on her 
income, even with government assistance.  Shayla finds herself in an impossible situation, 
which connects her with Senator Grady.   
     Suzanne Ankrum and Aaron Pitre fill out the cast, playing a variety of roles.  An 
especially memorable scene has them alternating between playing media reporters with 
microphone in one hand, and being commentators with coffee mug in the other hand.   
All five actors are convincing as the characters they play.  The three women with difficult 
life situations are pressed from multiple sides by the structures of society, which fail to 
count them as human beings.  Yet the play leaves its attendees feeling light and hopeful.  
It reveals an engaging and ultimately optimistic look at motherhood today.   
     You can see Gross Domestic Product at the Carriage House Theater, 360 Farmington 
Ave, Hartford (next to Immanuel Congregational Church) Thursday through Saturday, 
April 28-30 at 7:30pm, and Sunday, May 1 at 2:00pm.   


